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Intro: Color fluctuations in hadrons - new pattern of high energy hadron - 
nucleus scattering - going beyond single parton structure of nucleon. 

Evidence for x -dependent color fluctuations in nucleons -nucleon squeezing 

A new frontier : probing color fluctuations in photon in γA collisions
 starting with UPC data from LHC (pre-sequel of EIC & LHeC studies)
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Fluctuations of overall strength of high energy NN interaction

High energy projectile stays in a  frozen configuration distances lcoh =cΔt

�t ⇠ 1/�E ⇠ 2ph
m2

int �m2
h

At LHC for                                       lcoh ~ 107 fm>> 2RA>> 2rNm2
int �m2

h ⇠ 1GeV2

coherence up to m2
int ⇠ 106GeV2

Hence system of quarks and gluons passes through the nucleus 
interacting essentially with the same strength but changes from one 
event to another different strength

Strength of interaction of white small  system is proportional to the area occupies by color.

QCD factorization theorem for  the interaction of small size color singlet 
wave package of quarks and gluons. 

For small quark - antiquark  dipole �(qq̄T ) =
⇡2

3
r2trxgT (x,Q

2 = �/r2t )↵s(Q
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For small 3 quark tripole 
r2tr ! (r1 � (r2 + r3)/2)

2 + (r2 � (r1 + r3)/2)
2 + (r3 � (r1 + r2)/2)
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small but rapidly growing with energy

r

�2



We will refer fluctuations of the strength of interaction of nucleon, photon,.. as 
 color fluctuations of interaction strength - studying them allows to go beyond  single 
parton 3-D mapping of the nucleon. 
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●
rtr rtr
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Global fluctuations of the strength of interaction of a fast nucleon/pion/photon, 
can originate from  fluctuations of the overall size /shape, number of constituents.

dependence of �tot(hN) on size holds in the nonperturbative regime 

�tot(KN) < �tot(⇡N)

Example: quark -diquark model of nucleon (same for constituent quark model

Comment: maybe relevant in pp for underlying event,  multiparton interactions



Classical low energy picture 
of inelastic h A collisions 
implemented in Glauber 

model  based Monte Carlos 

wounded nucleons

spectator nucleons

High energy picture of 
inelastic h A collisions 

consistent with the Gribov 
- Glauber model - 

interaction of frozen 
configurations 

Constructive  way to account for coherence of the high-energy dynamics is Fluctuations 
of interaction = cross section fluctuation formalism.  Analogy: consider throwing a stick 
through a forest - with random orientation  relative  to the direction of motion.   (No 
rotation while passing through the forest - large lcoh.) Different absorption for different 
orientations.

γ/h
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a proton–nucleus col-
lision with fixed target nucleon-level geometry, with a more
weakly (more strongly) interacting projectile proton on the
left (right). The red tube shows the projection of the pro-
jectile proton’s transverse size through the nucleus, with im-
pacted nucleons in red. Typical observables have contribu-
tions from both types of events, while large-xp configurations
may preferentially select weakly interacting cases (left).

Hadrons are composite, quantum mechanical systems12

with a varying spatial and momentum configuration of13

their internal quark and gluon constituents. During the14

short time of a high energy hadronic collision this config-15

uration remains approximatley fixed. Thus certain phys-16

ical properties of the hadron system, such as its total17

transverse size, may change collision by collision, a phe-18

nomenon we refer to as color fluctuations [1, 2]. These19

variations in the internal structure of hadrons have a20

wide range of observable consequences, such as inelastic21

di↵raction [3–5]. In quantum chromodynamics (QCD),22

the configurations in which a large (> 10%) fraction of23

the hadron’s momentum is carried by a single quark or24

gluon are spatially compact. For these cases, in a wide25

range of energies where non-linear (saturation) e↵ects26

are expected to be small [6], the interaction strength of27

the entire configuration decreases along with its overall28

size [7]. Furthermore, while the interaction strength for29

such small configurations is reduced, it rises rapidly with30

collision energy. In this Letter, we quantitatively investi-31

gate these properties of QCD systems in proton– and32

deuteron–nucleus (p/d+A) collision data at the Large33

Hadron Collider (LHC) and the Relativistic Heavy Ion34

Collider (RHIC), respectively.35

Fig. 1 symbolically illustrates how proton configura-36

tions of two di↵erent sizes contribute to p+A interactions.37

For many processes, a large number of projectile config-38

urations contribute to a studied observable, resulting in39

a lack of sensitivity to color fluctuation e↵ects. However,40

in processes to which only a restricted set of projectile41

configurations contribute, these e↵ects are important for42

understanding the experimental data. Some historical43

examples are their role in interpreting multiplicity dis-44

tributions in nuclear collisions [8] and in describing the45

coherent di↵ractive production of dijets [9–11].46

Experimentally, collisions with a restricted set of pro-47

jectile configurations may be selected with a special trig-48

ger such as a hard QCD or electroweak process involving49

a large-xp (>⇠ 0.1) parton in the proton [12]. In this case,50

color charge screening within the dominant Feynman di-51

agrams suppresses the gluon field and density of qq̄ pairs52

in these large-xp configurations, leading to an interaction53

cross-section which is smaller but grows rapidly with en-54

ergy (for a review of this phenomenon in HERA data,55

see Ref. [13]). Arguments based on the quark counting56

rules [14, 15] reach a similar conclusion.57

In p+A collisions, the shrinking of the proton configu-58

ration in large-xp events should lead to a decrease in the59

average number of wounded nucleons struck by the pro-60

ton, ⌫, relative to that for collisions with a more typical61

proton configuration. This feature should also be present62

in d+A collisions, although the magnitude of the e↵ect is63

diminished due to the una↵ected nucleon in the deuteron64

contributing with an average over its configurations.65

Measurements which can test these properties of QCD66

were recently performed in proton–lead (p+Pb) collisions67

at the LHC [16, 17] and deuteron–gold (d+Au) collisions68

at RHIC [18] at center of mass energies of 5.02 TeV69

and 200 GeV, respectively. In these experiments, the70

production of large transverse momentum (pt) jets was71

studied in the large-xp kinematic region as a function of72

hadronic activity in the downstream nucleus-going direc-73

tion (⌘ < �3). Hadron production rates in this rapidity74

range are correlated with the number of wounded nucle-75

ons ⌫, and have been experimentally shown to be insensi-76

tive to energy-momentum conservation e↵ects related to77

jet production at mid- and forward (proton-going) rapidi-78

ties [19] (however, others models disagree [20]). Each ex-79

periment observed a qualitatively consistent picture: for80

events with jets originating from a large-xp scattering,81

the geometric (eikonal) model strongly underestimates82

the number of events with low hadronic activity (geo-83

metrically “peripheral” events in the classical picture)84

and overestimates those with a large hadronic activity85

(“central” events). However, the total inclusive jet pro-86

duction cross-section was unmodified, �p+A = A�p+p, as87

expected from QCD factorization and the small modifi-88

cation of the nuclear parton densities [21].89

In our previous analysis [2] we demonstrated that color90

fluctuation e↵ects which led to a more weakly interacting91

large-xp configuration could quantitatively describe the92

ATLAS data for jet production at xp ⇡ 0.6. In this93

Letter, we present a unified analysis of ATLAS [16] and94

PHENIX [18] data to study the collision energy and xp-95

dependence of this e↵ect in detail.96

To model the e↵ects of color fluctuations in p+A col-97

lisions, we use the Monte Carlo algorithm developed98

in Refs. [1, 22], of which we summarize the main fea-99

tures here. In our procedure, the probability distribu-100

tion, PN (�), for a projectile nucleon configuration to have101

cross-section � for an inelastic interaction with another102

nucleon in the target is given by103

Expect effects similar positronium example = correlation between size and 
number of wounded nucleons



High energies = Gribov 
-Glauber model

A A A A

p p p p

+

X

Glauber model 
in rescattering diagrams proton 
propagates in intermediate state - 
zero at high energy  - cancelation of 
planar diagrams (Mandelstam & 
Gribov)- no time for a proton to 
come back between interactions.

p ppp

A A AA

+

p

X= set of frozen intermediate 
states the same as in pN 
diffraction

�2 /
Z

dtF 2
A(t)

d�(p+ p ! p+X(p+ inel diff))

dt
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deviations from Glauber are small 
for Einc < 10 GeV as inelastic 
diffraction is still small.

Formal account of large lcoh ➟ different set of diagrams describing p A scattering:



Convenient quantity - P(σ)  -probability that hadron/photon interacts with cross 
section σ with the target.   

dσ(pp!X+p)
dt

dσ(pp!p+p)
dt

| t = 0
=

�
(� � �tot)2P (�)d�

�2
tot

⇥ ⇥�
variance

�6

∫P(σ)d σ= 1, ∫ σ P(σ)d σ=σtot, 

Pumplin  &Miettinen

∫ (σ - σtot)3 P(σ) dσ= 0, Baym et al from pD diffraction

P (�)|�!0 / �nq�2 Baym et al 1993 -  analog of QCD counting rules
probability for all constituents to be in a small transverse area

+ additional consideration that for a many body system fluctuations near average value should be 
Gaussian 

model and the Monte Carlo calculations which take into account finite radius of the NN

interaction neglected in the optic model.

IV. EFFECTS OF FLUCTUATIONS IN THE MONTE CARLO MODEL

An additional source of event-by-event fluctuations of the number of wounded nucleons

comes from the fluctuations in the number of nucleons at a given impact parameter. These

fluctuations are present already on the level of the Glauber model [8]. These fluctuations

decrease with increase of σtot(NN) due to an increase of the overall number of interacting

nucleons, N , at a given impact parameter. In the case when no fluctuations of σ are present,

we have:

⟨N(σinel)⟩ = ⟨N⟩
σinel

⟨σinel⟩
. (14)

In this case we can write
!

N(σinel)
2
"

= ⟨N⟩2 (1 + ωρ) , (15)

where ωρ is the quantity calculated for dispersion in the case of no color fluctuations. The

dependence of ωρ on σinel(NN) is presented in Fig. 1 for b = 0 and b = 4. In the calculation

we use the event generator [8]. The event generator includes short-range correlations between

nucleons, however this effect leads to a very small correction for the discussed quantity.

When both fluctuations are included average N does not change. Hence the dispersion

of the distribution over N including both effects can be calculated as follows:

!

N2
"

=
#

dσinelP (σinel) ⟨N⟩2
$

σinel

⟨σinel⟩

%2

(1 + ωρ) . (16)

Now we can calculate the total dispersion. The first term in (1 + ωρ) gives simply ωσ. The

second term takes into account the dependence of ωρ on σinel:

ωtot = ωσ +
#

dσinelP (σinel)

$

σinel

⟨σinel⟩

%2

ωρ . (17)

As a result the overall dispersion is somewhat smaller that ωσ+ωρ(σtot) since the the integral

in the second term is dominated by σ > σtot. In order to perform numerical analysis we

follow [10], and take the probability distribution for σtot as [16]:

Ph(σtot) = r
σtot

σtot + σ0
exp{−

σtot/σ0 − 1

Ω2
} , (18)

7

( )2

N

Test:  calculation of coherent diffraction off nuclei: π A→XA, p A→XA  through Ph(σ)   ✔

P�(�)|�!0 / ��1 γ =mix of small qq and mesonic configurations-

cf PMCGlauber (σ)= δ(σ-σtot)
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sponds to ((o- - (~r)) 3 ~- 0, as would occur for a distribution nearly
symmetric: of approximately (~r) (88).

For small values of o-, further information can be obtained from QCD,
which implies (19)

P(o’) - "Nq-2 4.4

for ~r << ((r), where Nq is the number of valence quarks. Thus, 
nucleon distribution Pu((r) is --O" for small (~, while for the pion P~(o-)
is approxiimately constant. The results of reconstructing PN(o-) and
P~(o’) from the first few moments of P(o-) and from Equation 4.4 
shown in ].~igure 6. They indicate a broad distribution for proton projec-
tiles and an even broader one for pion projectiles. One expects even
further broadening for K-meson projectiles.

4.3 Sm’all-Sized Configurations in Pions
One can test this approach by using QCD to compute P,(~r = 0) 
high energies. Indeed, the physics at small (r is dominated by small

0.030 I I I I

--.pOCDrongefor P~ (0)

0.025 ~ ~7~~)

v._. o.ozo
d~

~ (or)0.015 -
/~.~-

/- \\O.OIO

0.C~3~

o zo 40 60 ~o too
o" (mb)

Figure 6 C, ross-section probability for pions P~(cr) and nucleons P~v(~) as extracted
from experimental data. P,,(cr = 0) is compared with the perturbative QCD prediction.
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FIG. 1: The cross section distribution P (σ, s) at different energies: the solid curve corresponds to
√

s = 9 TeV (LHC); the dashed curve corresponds to
√

s = 1.8 TeV (Tevatron); the dot-dashed

curve corresponds to
√

s = 200 GeV (RHIC).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using Eqs. (15) and (18), we calculate the total, elastic and diffractive dissociation cross

sections for proton-208Pb scattering as a function of
√

s. The result is given in Fig. 2.

In our numerical analysis, we used the following parameterization of the nucleon distri-

bution ρA(r⃗)

ρA(r⃗) =
ρ0

1 + exp ((r − c)/a)
, (22)

where c = RA − (π a)2/(3 RA) with RA = 1.145 A1/3 fm and a = 0.545 fm; the constant ρ0

is chosen to provide the normalization of ρA(r⃗) to unity.

One sees from Fig. 2 that cross section fluctuations decrease the total and elastic cross
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p
s = 30GeV

PN(σ) extracted from pp,pd 
diffraction  and Pπ(σ); Baym et al 93

PN(σ)

!� ⇠ 0.25 !� ⇠ 0.1

Flat PN(σ)  in a wide range of  σ - can 
suggests few effective constituents at this 
energy scale like  in quark - diquark model.

Variance drops with increase of energy,
 overall shift of distribution to larger σ

Fast drop of PN(σ) at small σ, with 

increase of energy    pQCD?  

Extrapolation of Guzey  & MS
 before the LHC data



❖ We use  Pγ➙ρ(σ) to calculate coherent  ρ  production.  Several effects contribute 
to suppression a) large fluctuations, b) enhancement of  inelastic shadowing is larger 
for smaller  σtot.  for the same W,   c)  effect  for coherent cross section is square of 
that for σtot. 

Glauber double scattering Gribov inelastic shadowing

A A A

γ γρ ρ ρ ρ
MX

A

IP IP IP IP

ρ
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In the case of proton projectile CF effects for total/ elastic cross section 
are small (interactions close to black). However Gribov type inelastic shadowing 
which is practically equivalent to CFs  is enhanced  in processes involving small 
elementary cross section  - fluctuations grow with decrease of projectile - nucleon 
cross section. We estimate ωγ→ρ~ 0.5 and model Pγ➙ρ(σ)  - distribution  of 
configurations in transition over σ



◉ Glauber model grossly 
overestimates the cross section (at 
LHC  factor ~2)

◉5

5

1

2

5

10

2

5

A
A
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p)
,m
b

20 40 60 80
W p, GeV

+Pb Pb+ VMD-GM-DL94
VMD-IA-DL94

+A A+
STAR Au Au
ALICE Pb Pb

FIG. 1: The γA → ρA cross section as a function of Wγp. The VMD-GM (the red dashed curve) and VMD-IA (blue dot-
dashed line) predictions for a 208Pb target based on the DL94 parametrization of the ρN cross section are compared to the
experimental values extracted from the STAR and ALICE UPC measurements.

photon wave function has to be modified in order to agree to the whole set of data including the results of 2006 H1
measurements.
To this end, one can write the ρ meson photoproduction amplitude as the dispersion integral over the masses of

the intermediate states generated in the γ → M transitions, which will involve the on-mass-shell fρ and the physical
ρN cross section. It is possible to demonstrate that inclusion of the contribution of the higher states can only weakly
change fρ, but it can significantly reduce the cross section of the ρ meson production. Hence, the effective ρ–nucleon
cross section σ̂ρN should be smaller than σρN = σπN . We assume that σ̂ρN can be extracted from the requirement
that Eq. (5) describes reasonably well the experimentally measured forward γp → ρp cross section:

σ̂ρN (Wγp) =
fρ
e

!

16π
dσexp

γp→ρp(t = 0)

dt
. (9)

This way we effectively take into account the enhanced contribution of the components in the ρ meson wave function
that interact with the strength weaker than the average one. This effect is present in the CDM and can also be
modeled by non-diagonal transitions among different hadronic components of the photon and the ρ meson in the

9

ωN
σ (s) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

β
√
s/24 ,

√
s < 24 GeV

β , 24 <
√
s < 200 GeV

β − 0.15 ln(
√
s/200) + 0.03(ln(

√
s/200))2 ,

√
s > 200 GeV .

(17)

where the parameter β ≈ 0.25− 0.35 was determined from the analysis of pp and p̄p data [26].

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

A
A
(W

),
m
b

20 40 60 80
W , GeV

mVMD-GGM +Pb Pb+

+A A+
STAR Au Au
ALICE Pb Pb

FIG. 4: The σγA→ρA cross section as a function of Wγp. The theoretical predictions using the mVMD model for the γp → ρp
cross section and the Gribov-Glauber model with cross section fluctuations for the γA → ρA amplitude are compared to the
STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. The shaded area reflects the theoretical uncertainty associated with the parameter
β characterizing the strength of cross section fluctuations (see text for details).

It is known [19] from studies of corrections to the Glauber model for total proton–nucleus cross sections that
suppression due to the inelastic shadowing is almost compensated by the effect of short-range correlations (SRC) in
the wave function of the target nucleus. We included the effect of SRC by the following replacement [48]:

TA(b) → TA(b) + ξc
σρN

2

∫

dzρ2A(b, z) , (18)

where ξc = 0.74 fm is the correlation length.
Our predictions for the γA → ρA cross section as a function of Wγp are presented in Fig. 4. The red solid curve

presents the results of the calculation using the mVMD model for the γp → ρp cross section and the Gribov– Glauber
model with the effect of cross section fluctuations, see Eq. (10). The shaded area shows the uncertainty of our
calculations due to the variation of the fluctuation strength ωσ by changing β in the range 0.25 ≤ β ≤ 0.35. The
theoretical curve is compared to the STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. One can clearly see from the figure
that the inclusion of the inelastic nuclear shadowing enables us to explain the discrepancy between the UPC data on
coherent ρ photoproduction on nuclei at large Wγp and the theoretical description of this process in the framework
of the VMD-GM with the DL94 parametrization of the ρN cross section.

Gribov - Glauber model with cross 
section fluctuations
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positronium can be captured in a larger (smaller) con-63

figuration by selecting events in which with more (fewer)64

excited atoms in the target were excited.65

In QCD, fluctuations in the interaction strength of a66

hadron h and with a nucleon originate from fluctuations67

in both the transverse size and in the number of con-68

stituents of the hadron. Generically, we will We refer to69

both generically contributions as color fluctuations (CF).70

CF e↵ects can be accounted for by introducing a proba-71

bility distribution, Ph(�), that describes the probability72

for the projectile h to be found in a configuration with73

inelastic cross-section � for interacting with of scatter-74

ing o↵ a nucleon., and which obeys the The sum rules75 R
Ph(�)d� = 1 and

R
Ph(�)�d� = h�i follow from prob-76

ability conservation and from the definition of where h�i77

is the configuration-averaged cross section. The vari-78

ance �! of the distribution is given by the optical theo-79

rem [8, 9]80

!� = (
⌦
�2

↵
/ h�i2 � 1) =

d�(h+p!X+p)
dt

d�(h+p!h+p)
dt

�����
t=0

, (2)

where a sum over di↵ractively produced states X, in-81

cluding the triple Pomeron contribution [20], is implied.82

Eq. 2 follows directly from the optical theorem and the83

definition of Ph(�), and was first derived in [8] using the84

approach of [9].[DVP: I simplified this and put it before85

the equation.] Analyses of fixed Fixed target data [11]86

indicate that !� for the proton first grows with energy,87

reaching !� ⇠ 0.3 for
p
s ⇠ 100 GeV. At higher energies88

the variance decreases and reaches , then decreases at89

higher energies to !� ⇠ 0.1 at the LHC energies [20].90

Several considerations constrain the shape of91

Ph(�) [11]. For values � ⇠ h�i, Ph(�) is expected92

to be Gaussian due to small fluctuations in the number93

of, or transverse area occupied by, partons, a claim94

supported by measurements of coherent di↵raction in95

proton–deuteron collisions [10, 11, 11]. For � ⌧ h�i,96

configurations with a small number constituents, nq,97

should dominate, leading to Ph(�) / �nq�2. For protons,98

the The resulting form of Ph(�) was chosen to represents99

a smooth interpolation smoothly interpolate between100

both regimes with parameters chosen to reproduce while101

reproducing measurements of the first three moments of102

the distribution, and is given by as given by the data.103

For the proton case104
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An analysis [11] of the measurements of coherent105

di↵raction in proton–deuteron collisions with Ep =106

400 GeV [10] show that PN (�tot) is approximately sym-107

metric around � = �tot [11], in agreement with the Gaus-108

sian expectation. [DVP: simplified and moved above] In109

practice, the results presented here depend mainly on !�110

and only weakly on the exact form of Ph(�) as long as111

the variance is fixed [12].112

To determine the cross-section �⌫ for the proton to113

interact with ⌫ nucleons, the standard Gribov formal-114

ism [13] at high energies can be generalized to include115

CF e↵ects [14]. Previously, the formulae for the num-116

ber of collisions, ⌫, su↵ered by the projectile hadron in117

hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies were derived118

within the Gribov formalism neglecting CF e↵ects [13]. It119

is straightforward to generalize these results for hadron–120

nucleus interactions to include CF e↵ects in a manner121

similar to the QED example above [14]. [DVP: simplify-122

ing this, and also merging paragraphs] When the impact123

parameters in nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions are124

small compared to the typical distance between neigh-125

boring nucleons, the formulae are126
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Eq. 4 reduces to the Glauber model. The distribution130

over ⌫ can be calculated with a Monte Carlo Glauber131

procedure, which by its nature includes NN correlations132

and finite size e↵ects [12]. A probabilistic interpretation133

of this picture may be implemented in a Monte Carlo134

Glauber procedure which includes NN correlations and135

finite size e↵ects in the proton–nucleon interactions. [12].136

Note that Although the Glauber approximation ignores137

energy-momentum conservation in the inelastic interac-138

tion of the proton with multiple nucleons. Accounting139

for energy-momentum conservation within the CF ap-140

proach , this does not modify the calculation of the re-141

sulting total and inelastic cross sections or of the hadron142

multiplicity at rapidities close to the nuclear fragmenta-143

tion region [20]. However, including energy-momentum144

conservation may be important for evaluating hadron145

multiplicities at forward and central rapidities.[DVP: I146

think forward/central yields aren’t relevant] Finally, we147

note that Eq. 4 properly This approach also accounts148

both for inelastic shadowing [7] and for the possibility149

of intermediate di↵ractive states between successive col-150

lisions [11, 20].151

[DVP: streamlined and merged these two paragraphs]152

Generally the tail of PN (�) for � > h�i leads to a broad-153

ening of the ⌫ distribution in pA and AA collisions [14].154

Recently, ATLAS has studied the role of CF e↵ects in155
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Distribution over the number of wounded nucleons  in the CF approximation 

In pA case fluctuations show much more prominently in inelastic processes

Difference of the impact parameter ranges of soft and hard interactions

Actual calculation is based on MC model of Alvioli and MS which includes 

Short-range NN correlations in the nucleus wave function

Correct impact profile of soft NN interactions
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FIG. 4. Impact parameter distributions of inelastic pp col-
lisions at

√
s = 7TeV. Solid (dashed) line: Distribution

of events with a dijet trigger at zero rapidity, y1,2 = 0, cf.
Eq. (11), for pT = 100 (10)GeV . Dotted line: Distribution
of minimum–bias inelastic events, cf. Eq. (12).

parameter distributions calculated with Eq. (13) provide
a fully satisfactory representation of those obtained with
more elaborate parametrizations of the pp elastic ampli-
tude, see Fig. 1 of Ref. [13] and references therein.
Using the above expressions we can now study the in-

fluence of the trigger conditions on the impact parame-
ter distribution of pp events at the current LHC energy√
s = 7TeV. The present experiments typically consider

a jet trigger near zero rapidity, y1 ≈ 0, and study the
characteristics of the underlying events as a function of
the transverse momentum pT of the highest–momentum
particle in the pseudorapidity interval −2.5 < η < 2.5.
In this setting one integrates over the energy of the bal-
ancing jet (as well as that of other jets which might arise
from higher–order processes), which effectively amounts
to integrating over the momentum fraction of the second
parton, x2, at fixed x1. Since the distribution is sym-
metric in the rapidity of the balancing jet, y2, and the
variation of the transverse distribution of partons with x
is small, cf. Eqs. (6)–(9) and Fig. 2, we can to a good ap-
proximation set y2 = 0 and thus take x1,2 at the average
point

x1 = x2 = 2pT/
√
s. (14)

The scale at which the parton densities are probed is
of the order Q2 ∼ p2T , with a coefficient which remains
undetermined at leading–order accuracy. Generally, we
expect the impact parameter distribution in events with
such a jet trigger to become narrower with increas-
ing pT , because the transverse distribution of partons
shrinks both with increasing x1,2 and with increasing Q2.
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FIG. 5. Median impact parameter b(median) of events with
a dijet trigger, as a function of the transverse momentum pT ,
cf. Fig. 4. Solid line: Dijet at zero rapidity y1,2 = 0. Dashed
line: Dijet with rapidities y1,2 = ±2.5. The arrow indicates
the median b for minimum–bias inelastic events.

The impact parameter distributions with a jet trigger of
pT = 10 and 100GeV are presented in Fig. 4. Shown are
the results obtained with the exponential parametriza-
tion of Eq. (11) and Eqs. (6)–(9); the dipole form leads
to comparable results. One sees that the change of the
width of this distribution with pT is rather small, because
the transverse distribution of gluons changes only little
with x in the range explored here; account of the Q2 de-
pendence of the transverse distribution of gluons would
lead to an additional small change. One also sees that
the impact parameter distributions with the jet trigger
are much narrower than that in minimum–bias inelas-
tic events at the same energy. This quantifies the two–
scale picture of transverse nucleon structure summarized
in Fig. 1.
The median impact parameter in dijet events, de-

fined as the value of b for which the integral over P2

reaches the value 1/2, is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of
pT . For the parametrizations of Eq. (11) it is given by
b(median) = 1.67

√
Bg and 3.08m−1

g , respectively. The
results obtained with the exponential and dipole form
factors differ only by a few percent if the parameters are
related by Eq. (3), indicating that the uncertainty re-
sulting from our imperfect knowledge of the shape of the
transverse spatial distribution of gluons is small. The
uncertainty in b(median) resulting from the uncertainty
of Bg0 in the parametrization Eqs. (6)–(9) is less than
±10% at pT ∼ few GeV. It is seen that the median b
in jet events drops only very weakly as a function of pT
for all values above ∼ 2GeV. We estimate that account
of the Q2 dependence of the transverse distributions due

Impact parameter distributions of inelastic pp 
collisions at √s = 7TeV. Solid (dashed) line: 
Distribution of events with a dijet trigger at zero 
rapidity, y1,2 = 0, c, for pT = 100 (10) GeV . 
Dotted line: Distribution of minimum–bias 
inelastic events (which includes diffraction).

Median impact parameter b(median) of 
events with a dijet trigger, as a function of 
the transverse momentum pT , cf. left plot. 
Solid line: Dijet at zero rapidity y1,2 = 0. 
Dashed line: Dijet with rapidities y1,2 = ±2.5. 
The arrow indicates the median b for 
minimum–bias inelastic events.
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the value of !� and that fluctuations result in the substantially larger tail of the distribution at

large N .
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FIG. 1: The probabilities PN of having N = Ncoll wounded nucleons, averaged over the global impact

parameter b, as a function of Ncoll for the Glauber model (!� = 0) and in the color fluctuation model with

!� = 0.1 (our base value used in the current analysis) and !� = 0.2. The inset is in log scale.

So far we performed calculations based on the parametrizations suggested in [8]. It assumes the

Gaussian shape of the large-� tail of P (�). However the study [8] was testing fluctuations near its

average value, �tot. In principle the tail of the parton distribution in the impact parameter space

is expected to behave as exp(��⇢) so one may expect presence of a tail in P (�) / exp(�c�). To

explore sensitivity to the presence of such a tail, we introduced another model of

P (�) = a� exp(�c |� � �0|) , (7)

with parameters fixed to reproduce the same total cross section and dispersion as in the basic

model. We find that the distribution over Ncoll practically does not change – see Fig. 2.

This confirms our conclusion [2] based on the comparison of the model based on Eq. (2) and

the two-component model. Still changing the behavior at small � one can generate a very di↵erent

shape for the same variance, see [11]. Hence it would be interesting to explore this issue further

as the sensitivity to the tail for the central collisions should grow since at the LHC in central pA

collisions, one typically selects Ncoll ⇠ 14.

As we already mentioned in the Introduction, the existing data on soft hadron production can be

fitted in the models with and without color fluctuations [1]. Hence to probe e↵ects of fluctuations

7

Fluctuations lead to broadening of the distribution over  number of active nucleons as compared to 
Glauber model  for ν~10- 15  with ωσ=0.1which is close to the LHC data.  

Probability of interaction with Ncoll nucleons integrated over impact parameter  b. 

�12
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  M.Alvioli, L.Frankfurt, V.Guzey and M.Strikman,
  ``Revealing nucleon and nucleus flickering 

in pA collisions at the LHC,'  (2014) 

DISTRIBUTION OVER THE NUMBER OF 
COLLISIONS FOR PROCESSES WITH A 
HARD TRIGGER

If the radius of strong interaction is small and hard interactions have the same 
distribution over impact parameters as soft interactions multiplicity of hard events: 
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FIG. 2: Comparison of the distributions over N = Ncoll in the color fluctuation models with !� = 0.1 and

di↵erent shapes of distribution over � – Eqs. (2) and 7.

it appears promising to look for their e↵ects in the processes with a hard trigger which correspond

to somewhat di↵erent geometry than the minimal bias inelastic collisions.

III. DISTRIBUTION OVER THE NUMBER OF COLLISIONS FOR PROCESSES WITH

A HARD TRIGGER

One of the typical setups for pA collisions is the study of soft characteristics of the events which

are related to the number of wounded nucleons for events with a hard subprocess (dijet, Z-boson,

. . .). In the case of inclusive production, the cross section is given by the QCD factorization theorem.

Putting an additional requirement on the final state break down the closure approximation and

hence requires special treatment. The main aim here is to get a deeper insight into dynamics of

pA interactions and in particular to probe the flickering phenomenon which we discussed in the

Introduction.

On average, in the geometric model for hard processes in the kinematics, where nuclear

shadowing can be neglected (i.e., for x � 0.01 and even smaller x for large virtualities), the

multiplicity of the events with a hard trigger (HT), which we will denote as MultpA(HT ), is

MultpA(HT ) = �pA(HT + X)/�pA(in). Using Eq. (6) one finds that a simple relation for the

multiplicities of HT events in NN and minimal bias pA collisions holds:

MultpA(HT ) = hNcolliMultpN (HT ) . (8)

8

Consider multiplicity of hard events

as a function of ν.

Accuracy? 
 Two effects: Two scale dynamics of pp interaction at the LHC, large 
radius of NN interaction

RHT (⌫) =
MultpA(HT )

MultpN (HT )⌫
= 1
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lead to hard collisions. As a result, RHT becomes smaller than unity, while in the model without

fluctuations, RHT stays very close to unity up to very large Ncoll. We checked that results of the

calculation are not sensitive to the presence of the correlations between nucleons.

As a result, the color fluctuation model predicts a higher rate of events with a hard trigger

starting at somewhat larger Ncoll than in minimum bias events (cf. Figs. 1 and 5). Hence our
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FIG. 4: Ratio RHT (Eq. (9)) of the rates of hard collisions in the Glauber model and color fluctuation

model and in the optical model as a function of N = Ncoll.

analysis demonstrates that color fluctuations lead to two e↵ects for large Ncoll for the bulk hard

observables: (i) larger probability of the collisions with Ncoll � 12 and (ii) reduced probability of

the hard subprocesses for the same Ncoll range. Further modeling is necessary to determine the

optimal strategy to see these e↵ects in the bulk data sample. Using the information about xp of

parton in the proton undergoing the hard interaction maybe an easier way forward.

IV. HOW TO OBSERVE THE EFFECTS OF FLICKERING IN pA COLLISIONS

In this section we propose strategies for using processes involving both soft and hard interactions

to obtain the definitive evidence for the presence of the flickering phenomenon determining the

correlation between xp of the parton in the proton involved in the hard collision and the overall

interaction strength of the configuration containing this parton. The challenge for all such studies

is that selection of certain classes of events (using a particular trigger) a priori post-selects di↵erent

configurations in both colliding systems and these two e↵ects have to be disentangled.

A natural question to ask is whether the parton distributions in configurations interacting

12

Deviation of  RHT(ν) from 1 
drop due to more 
localized hard 
interactions

increase due to 
more central 
interactions of 
configurations with 
σ< σtot

drop due increased role 
of configurations with
 σ> σtot the cylinder in 
which  interaction occur  
is larger but local density 
does not go up as fast in 
Glauber

ν
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Jet production in pA collisions - possible evidence for x -dependent color fluctuations

Summary of some of the relevant  experimental observations of CMS  & ATLAS 

❖  Inclusive jet production is consistent with pQCD expectations 
(CMS) 

8 6 Results and discussion

The fit is restricted to the region Df1,2 > 2p/3. In the data, the width of the azimuthal angle
difference distribution (s in Eq. (1)) is 0.226 ± 0.007, and its variation as a function of E

|h|>4
T is

smaller than the systematic uncertainty, which is 3–4%. The width in the data is also found to
be 4–7% narrower than that in the PYTHIA simulation.

6.3 Dijet pseudorapidity
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Figure 5: (a) Distribution of dijet pseudorapidity (hdijet = [h1 + h2]/2) is shown for pPb dijet
events with pT,1 > 120 GeV/c, pT,2 > 30 GeV/c, and Df1,2 > 2p/3 as the red solid circles. The
results are compared to NLO calculations using CT10 (black dashed curve) and CT10 + EPS09
(blue solid curve) PDFs. (b) The difference between hdijet in data and the one calculated with
CT10 proton PDF. The black squares represent the data points, and the theoretical uncertainty
is shown with the black dashed line. (c) The difference between hdijet in data and the one calcu-
lated with CT10+EPS09 nPDF. The blue solid circles show the data points and blue solid curve
the theoretical uncertainty. The yellow bands in (b) and (c) represent experimental uncertain-
ties. The experimental and theoretical uncertainties at different hdijet values are correlated due
to normalization to unit area.

The normalized distributions of dijet pseudorapidity hdijet, defined as (h1 + h2)/2, are studied
in bins of E

|h|>4
T . Since hdijet and the longitudinal-momentum fraction x of the hard-scattered

parton from the Pb ion are highly correlated, these distributions are sensitive to possible mod-
ifications of the PDF for nucleons in the lead nucleus when comparing hdijet distributions in
pp and pPb collisions. As discussed previously, the asymmetry in energy of the pPb collisions

Evidence for x -dependent color fluctuations in nucleons -nucleon squeezing 
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Figure 5: RCP for R = 0.4 jets in
p

sNN = 5.02 TeV p+Pb collisions. Each panel shows the RCP in
jets in multiple rapidity bins at a fixed centrality interval. The top row show the RCP for 0-10%/60-90%
and the bottom row show the RCP for 30-40%/60-90%. In the left column, the RCP is plotted against jet
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the rapidity bin. Error bars on data points represent statistical uncertainties, boxes represent systematic
uncertainties, and the shaded box on the RCP = 1 dotted line indicates the systematic uncertainty on Rcoll
for that centrality interval.

10

ATLAS and CMS  studied dijet production in pA at the LHC. Both observed very small nuclear 
effects for inclusive dijet production (for reported bins) which rules out energy loss interpretation 
of the data. However nuclear effects are strong function of ν which was estimated using ET of 
particle produced at negative rapidities. Forward jet production in central collisions is strongly 
suppressed - suppression is mainly function of xp. and not pt of the jet. Consistent with expectation 
that configurations in protons with large x -belong to configurations which are smaller and interact 
with σ < σtot. 

xp~ 0.5

�16

RCP,  is a function of x of 
the quark. No pT 
dependence for fixed 
xp=Ejet/Eproton
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In order to compare with the data we need to use a model for the distribution in ETPb as a function of ν. 
We use the analysis of ATLAS . Note that ETPb was measured at large negative rapidities which minimizes 
the effects of energy conservation (production of jets with large xp ) suggested as an explanation of 
centrality dependence

ATLAS-CONF-2015-019 analysis of pp data confirms this expectation 
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Dependence on xproj and xtarg

18

With increasing xproj, only a small (10%) drop in ΣET ratio.

With increasing xtarg, over a factor of two drop in ΣET ratio.
Generators show similar qualitative trends, with Herwig having the worst description 
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Fluctuations for configurations with small σ maybe different than for 
average one so we considered both ωσ(x~0.5) =0.1 & 0.2

3

In this letter we will focus on the analysis of the AT-
LAS jet production data [12] though qualitatively similar
data were obtained by CMS. The reason is that the AT-
LAS data are presented as a function of the fraction of
the energy of the proton carried by the jet: x = Ejet/Ep

which for kinematics of interest practically coincides with
x of the parton of the proton involved in the hard interac-
tion. Also the analysis have demonstrated that for fixed
energy release in the nuclear hemisphere the rate of the
jet production as compared to the inclusive rate is pre-
dominantly function of x and not pt of the jet.
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0-10%
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FIG. 1: Distribution over the number of collisions for bins in
centrality

It was observed in [12] that the energy release in the
nuclear direction is reasonably well correlated with the
number of the wounded nucleons, Ncoll. and distribution
over Ncoll for fixed centrality interval was determined,
see Fig.1. Hence in order to compare the expectations of
the CFA with the data on jet production as a function of
the centrality we need first to calculate the rates of the
jet production as a function of Ncoll and next convolute
it with the distribution over Ncoll for the experimental
centrality intervals.

The Monte Carlo procedure which we employ and
which is discussed in detail in [9, 15] is based on Eq. 4 and
improves it by taking into account the finite transverse
size of the NN interaction which at the LHC is compara-
ble to the internucleon distance, the transverse spread of
partons in the colliding nucleons given by the generalized
parton densities of the nucleon which allows to take into
account much stronger localization of hard interactions
than the soft interactions. We also employ the realistic
sample of nucleon configurations in nuclei [16]. This al-
lows us to go beyond an approximation of Eq.4 for the
rate of the hard collisions for the interaction with Ncoll

nucleons in which the hard rate is simply / Ncoll and
include both the e↵ects of CFs and of the di↵erence in
the transverse geometry of soft and hard NN collisions
(see Fig. 4 of [15]).

The qualitative expectation is that if the rate of jets
is studied as a function of Ncoll the relative strength of
events corresponding to small � would be enhanced for

small Ncoll since hNcolli is smaller for this subset and and
it should be strongly suppressed for large Ncoll. This is in
a good agreement with the results of the numerical cal-
culation of the rate of hard collisions for a trigger with
� di↵erent from the average one normalized to the rate
for the rate for the generic jet trigger normalized to the
ration of the corresponding inclusive dijet cross sections
(Fig. 2). For the generic hard collisions we used Eq.2
with !� = 0.1 which provides a good description of soft
data of ATLAS. For the small � trigger we considered a
range of h�(x)i /�tot and variances between 0.1 and 0.2.
One can see from the figure that for Ncoll correspond-
ing to relatively peripheral collisions the ratio primerily
depends on h�(x)i – sensitivity to the fluctuations of a
cross section is small in this case. At the same time for
Ncoll � h�(x)i there is a strong sensitivity to the vari-
ance.
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FIG. 2: Relative probability of hard processes corresponding
to a small � selection and generic hard processes.

So we can estimate h�(x)i using the data from the most
peripheral bin and check our interpretation using RCP

which is normalized to the 60÷ 90% bin. As mentioned
earlier it also involves using relation between the energy
release in the nuclear fragmentation region and Ncoll [12]
. The results of the calculation and comparison with the
data are presented in Figs. 3, 4.
Overall we find that h�(0.5)i ⇠ �tot/2 gives a reason-

able description of the data giving a strong support to the
idea that large x configurations have a weaker interaction
strength. Natural question is to what � these configura-
tions correspond to at fixed target energies. This can be
estimated from the probability conservation property of
P (�):

Z �(s1)

0
P (�, s1)d� =

Z �(s2)

0
P (�, s2)d�, (5)

leading to an estimate

�(
p
s= 30 GeV, x=0.5) ⇠ 10mb. (6)

This corresponds to a much smaller value of the ratio
�(x = 0.5)/�tot ⇡ 1/4 than at the LHC.This reflects an

Sensitivity to ωσ  is small, so we use  ωσ =0.1 for following comparisons

ν



We extended our 2015 analysis of ATLAS data and extracted RCP(x) 

Alvioli, Frankfurt, Perepelitsa, MSλ(x)= σ(x)/<σ>

�19
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DAu PHENIX  data at y=0 and large transverse momenta of the jets, RCP,   
λ(x)= σ(x)/<σ> . Very different kinematics from the one studied at the LHC 
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Rhard
⌫ (RCP ) for dAu collisions at RHIC energy, with the values of x and � available to us. Centrality

bins were extracted from the PHENIX data [27] using ⌫ distributions given by the CF model [4, 21]. Experimental errors are
combined statistical and systematic errors, while the shaded bands represent theoretical uncertainties obtained by a minimum-
�2 fit procedure to data.



Z �(xp;
p
s1)�tot(

p
s1)

0
d� PN (�;

p
s1) =

Z �(xp;
p
s2)�tot(

p
s2)

0
d� PN (�;

p
s2)

Implicit eqn. for relation of λ(xp, s1 ) and λ(xp, s2 ) 

4

cleon at resolution scales Q2 / 1/⇢ and xp ⇠ Q2/s. At
large Q2, g grows quickly with decreasing xp, resulting
in an increase of the cross-section (and of �(xp) at fixed
xp) for these small configurations with increasing colli-
sion energy. However, this increase is slower than what
is observed for perturbative processes, such as J/ pho-
toproduction [13]. Thus the interaction at high energies
may be thought of as lying between the perturbative and
non-perturbative domains, suggesting that chiral sym-
metry is restored for the probed components of the light
cone proton wave function. Finally, the fast growth of
the cross section for small configurations is consistent
with the expected narrowing of the PN (�) distribution
at increasing collision energies [30].

A consistency check of our results can be performed
under the assumption that the probability to find a con-
figuration with some large xp is the same at two collision
energies

p
s1 and

p
s2. If the fluctuations in �(xp) are

small such that, at fixed xp, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between �(xp) at two di↵erent energies, one
may express this as the probability to find a configuration
with cross section smaller than �(xp)�tot,

Z �(xp;
p
s1)�tot(

p
s1)

0
d� PN (�;

p
s1) =

Z �(xp;
p
s2)�tot(

p
s2)

0
d� PN (�;

p
s2),

(4)
which along with Eq. (1) is an implicit equation for the
energy dependence of �(xp) at fixed xp.

Starting with the LHC results for �(xp), we use Eq. 4
to systematically predict �(xp) at RHIC energies at the
same values of xp, and vice versa. Fig. 3 shows the re-
sults of this check. For xp

>⇠ 0.15, the relationship be-
tween the extracted �(xp) values at RHIC and LHC ener-
gies is consistent with that predicted by Eq. 4. At lower
xp, this method predicts a larger di↵erence in �(xp) at
the two energies than is extracted in data, suggesting
that our model does not provide a complete description
of color fluctuation phenomena in this xp range (for ex-
ample, since it ignores a possible parton flavor depen-
dence). Using the parameterization for PN (�) at the
lower, fixed–target energies given in Ref. [23], one finds
that �(xp ⇠ 0.5) ⇡ 0.38 at

p
s = 30 GeV.

Recently, data on 200 GeV proton–gold collisions were
recorded at RHIC, allowing for a further test of our
model. Using the same parameters which relate ⌫ to the
hadronic activity as in the d+Au data, we calculate the
distributions of ⌫ in example centrality bins and the RCP

values for hard triggers with di↵erent ranges of xp. These
predictions are summarized in Fig. 2. As also argued in
Ref. [29], the magnitude of the observable e↵ect should
be larger than in the d+Au data, where it is expected to
be washed out by the additional projectile nucleon.

The global analysis presented in this Letter quanti-
tatively extends our initial interpretation of the LHC
data on forward jet production in p+A collisions as aris-
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are a prediction for �(xp) at each energy using the results at
the other energy as input (see text).

ing from an xp-dependent decrease in the interaction
strength of proton configurations [2], and demonstrates
that the same picture successfully describes RHIC data
on large-xp jet production. Our analysis finds that the
suppression of the interaction strength is stronger at
lower energies, consistent with expectations from QCD
that cross-sections for small configurations grow faster
with energy than do those for average configurations.
Measurements of other processes arising from a di↵erent
mixture of large-xp quarks and gluons (e.g. Drell-Yan or
electroweak processes) would allow for a comparison of
quark- vs. gluon-dominated configurations. Analogous
studies in ultraperipheral collision data [31] may probe
color fluctuations in the photon wavefunction.

Our conclusions also have implications for understand-
ing features in the quark–gluon structure of nuclei such
as the observed suppression of the nuclear structure func-
tion at large-x, commonly known as the EMC e↵ect [32].
Since nucleons in a configuration with a large-x parton
are weakly interacting and the strength of the interaction
at fixed x falls at lower energies, it is natural to expect
that such configurations interact very weakly with other
nucleons at the energy ranges relevant for nuclei. In the
bound nucleon wavefunction, such weakly interacting nu-
cleon configurations are strongly suppressed [12]. Thus,
this picture suggests a natural explanation for the ob-
served suppression of partons in the EMC e↵ect region.

We thank B. Muller for the suggestion to add predic-
tions for p+A running at RHIC within our framework,
A. Mueller for discussion of proton squeezing at large xp,
and J. Nagle for suggestions on the manuscript. L.F.’s
and M.S.’s research was supported by the US Department
of Energy O�ce of Science, O�ce of Nuclear Physics un-
der Award No. DE-FG02-93ER40771.

Highly nontrivial consistency check of interpretation of data at different 
energies and in different kinematics

Eq.(*) suggests  λ(xp=0.5, low energy) ~1/4. Such a strong suppression 
results in the EMC effect of reasonable magnitude  due to suppression of 
small size configurations in bound nucleons (Frankfurt & MS83)
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λ(xp, s) grows with s since 
cross section at higher 

virtualities of the projectile 
grows faster with s

Eq. (*)
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Implication for the quark - gluon level nucleus structure

Color fluctuation effects in nuclei

Introducing in the wave function of the nucleus explicit dependence of the 
internal variables we find for   weakly interacting configurations in the first 
order perturbation theory using closure and equations of motion 

probability of  weakly interacting configurations in bound nucleon as compared 
to free nucleon is a factor of 

�A(p) = 1� 4(p2/2m+ ✏A)/�EA

smaller. Here

average excitation energy in the energy denominator. 

�E ⇠ mN⇤ �mN ⇠ 600� 800MeV

The largest effect is  for nucleon momenta above Fermi surface which 
mostly belong to proton - neutron short-range correlations.



OPEN QUESTIONS

How to look for large size configuration - xP <0.1? 

bins in  xP for intervals in xA

small size configurations for large xp gluons  connection 
for EMC effects for gluon

tests of centrality modeling — several nuclei

✸

✸

✸

✸



       

◉ Modeling P�(�)

For 

�  10mb(cross section for a J/ψ -dipole) use pQCD for    

�(d, x) =
⇡2

3
↵s(Q

2
eff )d

2xGN (x,Q2
eff )

For

+ smooth interpolation in between

� > �(⇡N), P�(�) = P�!⇢(�) + P�!!(�) + P�!�(�)

 �(qq̄)

4

where the probability distribution P�(�) is:

P dipole
� (�,W ) =

X

q

e2q

����
⇡dd2t

d�qq̄(W,dt,mq)

���� | �,T (z, dt,mq)|2 . (7)

The resulting distribution P dipole
� (�,W ) as a function of � for di↵erent light quark masses mq and at W = 100 GeV

is shown by the green dashed curves. To examine the sensitivity of P dipole
� (�,W ) to the choice mq, we varied the

light quark mass in the interval 0  mq < 350 MeV; the results are shown in Fig. 1, where the upper dashed curve
corresponds to mq = 0 and the lower one is for mq = 350 MeV. One sees from the figure that P dipole

� (�,W ) is
essentially insensitive to mq for �  10 mb; we take this value of � as a starting point for the smooth interpolation
to the large-� regime.

Note that since in the dipole model that we use, the dipole cross section does not exceed approximately 40 mb, the
resulting distribution P dipole

� (�,W ) of Eq. (7) has support only for 0  �  40 mb.
For large �, the distribution P�(�) can be well approximated by the distribution P (�) for the � ! ⇢ transition, which

was considered in the framework of the mVMD model [15]. Taking the sum of the ⇢, ! and � meson contributions,
the resulting distribution reads:

P(⇢+!+�)/�(�,W ) =
11

9

✓
e

f⇢

◆2

P (�,W ) , (8)

where P (�,W ) is taken from [15]; the coe�cient of 11/9 takes into account the ! and � contributions in the SU(3)
approximation (which overestimates the rather small contribution of the � mesons). The form of P (�,W ) is moti-
vated by P⇡(�,W ) for the pion and takes into account presence of the large-mass di↵raction at high energies. It is
also constrained to describe the HERA data on ⇢ photoproduction on the proton, which requires to account for a
suppression of the overlap of the photon and ⇢ wave function as compared to the diagonal case of ⇢ ! ⇢ transition.

The resulting P(⇢+!+�)/�(�) at W = 100 GeV is shown by the blue dot-dashed curve in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1: The distributions P�(�) for the photon at W = 100 GeV. The red solid curve shows the full result of the hybrid model,
see Eq. (9). The green dashed and blue dot-dashed curves show separately the dipole model and the vector meson contributions
evaluated using Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.

We build a hybrid model of P�(�) by interpolating between regimes of small �  10 mb, where CDM is applicable
and there is no dependence on the light quark mass mq, and the regime of large �, where the soft contribution due
to the lightest vector meson dominates (hence we neglect the soft contribution of configurations with the large mass
and small kt). In particular, in our analysis we use the following expression:

P�(�) =

8
<

:

P dipole
� (�) , �  10 mb ,

Pint(�) , 10 mb  �  20 mb ,
P(⇢+!+�)/�(�) , � � 20 mb .

(9)
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Smooth matching for mq~ 300 MeV

portraying photon at LHC
Ultraperipheral  AA collisions  at LHC  and CF in photons.
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Ultraperipheral minimum bias γΑ collisions at LHC (WγN< 500 GeV)

 Huge fluctuations of the strength of γN  interaction - soft and small dipoles,.. (Leonya 
Frankfurt’s talk) → large fluctuations in the number of wounded nucleons in γA collisions
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distribution over the number of wounded 
nucleons in γΑ scattering, W ~ 70 GeV 

Alvioli, Guzey, Zhalov, LF, 
MS - Physs.Lett. in press

Phys.Lett. B767 (2017) 450-457

MS

CF broaden very significantly distribution over ν.  
“pA ATLAS/CMS like analysis” using energy flow at large rapidities 
 would test both presence of configurations with large σ ~40 mb,
 and weakly interacting configurations.
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Ultraperipheral minimum bias γA at the LHC (WγN < 0.5 TeV)
Huge fluctuations of the number of wounded nucleons, ν, in 
interaction with both small and large dipoles
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y = ⌃ET / h⌃ET (hN)i
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Using CASTOR for centrality via measurement of “y” advantageous : 
larger rapidity interval - smaller kinematical/ energy conservation correlations. For 
using ΣET   for centrality determination one needs Δy > 4 



γ A→jets + X

1) Direct photon & xA> 0.01, ν=1?

Color change propagation through matter. 
Color exchanges ? ➠ nucleus excitations, ZDC & 
CASTOR

2) Direct photon & xA< 0.005  - nuclear shadowing increase of ν

3) Resolved  photon   - increase of  ν with
 decrease of xγ and xA W dependence

 27

portraying transverse size of resolved photon



Direct photon dijets
x> 10-2

Charm
x~ 10-3

Low transverse 
momentum events

60 mb0 mb

Leading strangeness
x~ 10-3

Min bias

“2D strengthonometer”   - EIC & LHeC  - Q2 dependence - decrease of role of “fat” 
configurations, multinucleon interactions due to LT nuclear shadowing

σ

Tuning strength of interaction of configurations in photon using forward (along γ 
information) . Novel way to study dynamics of γ &γ* interactions with nuclei
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Comment: Forward γA & γp physics at the LHC mostly within acceptance 
of central ATLAS, CMS detectors   
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Jet production at RHIC and LHC produced first glimpse of the 
global quark - gluon structure of nucleons as a function of x.
Nucleon becomes smaller at large x. Interact weaker than in 
average, but faster grows with energy.  Need to separate gluons 
and quarks in hard processes at x ~0.1. 

Summary
Color fluctuations are a regular  feature of high energy 
nucleon, photon collisions... Effects in very central AA 
collisions are present.

Gross violation of the Glauber approximation for
 photoproduction of vector mesons due to CFs

Nontrivial link between nuclear DIS, and centrality jet physics in 
pA. Strong discriminator of the models of the EMC effect. Link 
to physics of the cores of neutron stars.

✦

✦

✦

✦


